STUDIO

Full Stack Software
Developer
Lincoln Deployed
Full-time, Competitive Compensation & Benefits
Location: US Resident, All Remote Work

Job Description
Lincoln Deployed is seeking a strong technical generalist who will be directly developing and
deploying client projects as well as providing technical guidance and assistance to other engineers.
Our projects span from responsive web to native mobile, from consumer B2C to enterprise B2B,
so the ideal candidate will enjoy a lot of variety, and must have the ability to operate seamlessly
across multiple projects.
We operate like a fast-growing startup, so this role offers the opportunity to constantly develop
new skills, be a self-starter, explore new target markets, and strongly influence product direction.
See the About Lincoln Deployed section below for more about our culture.

Requirements
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

4+ years as a full-stack developer
Strong understanding of fundamental web concepts (client/server relationships, RESTful
APIs, JS, HTML/CSS, etc)
Experience with the full web development process, from concept to development to
deployment to assessment
Familiar with lean/agile development methodologies
Comfortable with developer collaboration workflows like Git
Self-sufficient and self-reliant
Strong communication skills

About Lincoln Deployed - CallDeployed.com
What if you could rebuild Accenture today?
Join the Seal team 6 for all things organizational design,
product and tech for civics & politics.
More directly, a full service consultancy that focuses on
working with amazing civic and government partners to
advance liberty.
We are building a high output consultancy of product gurus
to helicopter into aligned organizations with product and
technical challenges, diagnose those issues, design solutions
and execute against them. As a new startup we are looking
for professionals who we can feel comfortable putting in
front of a partner and having them manage consulting
engagement end to end with minimal oversight.
Working alongside you, our nationwide community of exceptional technology professionals will
provide on-demand expertise and hands-on assistance that will enhance your capacity to execute
at the highest level. Together, we can accelerate the shift away from a predatory “beltway bandit”
model and ensure that the American people benefit from technology worthy of the $100+ Billion
spent annually on it.
We offer a nice benefits package to employees, in addition to competitive salaries and the
convenience of working from anywhere. Benefits include health/dental/vision insurance, 401K,
tax-advantaged bonus structure, and a flexible vacation policy.

Interested? Here’s what to do next...
Please send your CV or resumé to Mike, our Head of Lincoln Deployed - mike@calldeployed.com

